The recent progress in experimental studies of laser-assisted electron scattering (LAES) induced by ultrashort intense laser fields is reviewed. After a brief survey of the theoretical backgrounds of the LAES process and earlier LAES experiments started in the 1970s, new concepts of optical gating and optical streaking for the LAES processes, which can be realized by LAES experiments using ultrashort intense laser pulses, are discussed. A new experimental setup designed for measurements of LAES induced by ultrashort intense laser fields is described. The experimental results of the energy spectra, angular distributions, and laser polarization dependence of the LAES signals are presented with the results of the numerical simulations. A light-dressing effect that appeared in the recorded LAES signals is also shown with the results of the numerical calculations. In addition, as applications of the LAES process, laser-assisted electron diffraction and THz-wave-assisted electron diffraction, both of which have been developed for the determination of instantaneous geometrical structure of molecules, are introduced.
Introduction
Laser-assisted electron scattering (LAES), which is also known as free-free transition (FFT), consists of electron-atom scattering under the presence of laser fields, resulting in the appearance of laser-induced sidebands with the interval of the photon energy (hω) in the energy spectra of scattered electrons (i.e., E f = E i + nhω, where E i and E f are the kinetic energies of the incident electron and the scattered electron, respectively;h is the Plank constant; ω is the angular frequency of the laser field; and n is an integer number). In some cases, the energy gain process (n > 0) and the energy loss (n < 0) process are separately called "inverse bremsstrahlung" and "stimulated bremsstrahlung", respectively, using the technical term of bremsstrahlung, which is the light emission induced by a sudden acceleration of incident electrons by an atomic potential. LAES processes can be regarded as a three-body collision process, where not only the electron-atom interaction, but also the laser-electron interaction and the laser-atom interaction take part in the scattering process. Due to the interplay between these interactions, energy-resolved angular distributions of scattered electrons exhibit complex and intriguing structures. In addition to the interest in collision physics, the LAES process is an important elementary process included in a wide variety of phenomena induced by laser fields such as electron heating in laser plasma [1] , scattering of recolliding photoelectrons in intense laser fields [2, 3] , emission of high-energy photoelectrons from dense gas media in intense laser fields [4] , and the conductance properties of doped semiconductors interacting with laser fields [5] .
Experimental studies of LAES processes started in the 1970s [6] [7] [8] , and for more than three decades, continuous CO 2 lasers and pulsed CO 2 lasers with a temporal duration of microseconds have been employed in experiments. The main theme of these studies was the investigation of the collision process itself, and a validity of theories were proposed, whose validities were examined
where J n (x) is the n-th order Bessel function of the first kind; p i and p f are the initial and final electron momenta, respectively; dσ FBA /dΩ is a differential cross section of elastic scattering without laser fields derived by the first Born approximation; s is a scattering vector defined by (p i − p f )/h; and α 0 is defined as
where e is unit charge; m e is mass of an electron; and F is an electric amplitude vector of the laser field. The absolute value of α 0 , |α 0 |, corresponds to the quiver radius (i.e., the amplitude of the classical motion of an electron in the electromagnetic field). In the Bunkin-Fedorov approximation (BFA), the interaction between an atom and a laser field is neglected, and the electron-atom interaction is treated within the first Born approximation, which is a good approximation for the forward scattering of high-energy electrons, and the non-perturbative interaction between an electron and a laser field is explicitly treated by using the Gordon-Volkov wavefunctions for the incident and scattered electrons. Equation (1) shows that the differential cross section for the n = 0 LAES process is also modified by the laser field. Because the scattered electrons of this n = 0 LAES process have an overlap in the kinetic energy with the electrons scattered by an elastic scattering process without laser fields, the two different scattering processes fulfilling E i = E f are referred to as "n = 0 scattering" regardless of their origins throughout the present paper. In 1973, Kroll and Watson derived the differential cross section of a LAES process by taking into account the non-perturbative interaction between an electron and an atom [15] . In the Kroll-Watson Atoms 2019, 7, 85 3 of 22 approximation (KWA), the formula of the differential cross section for the net n-photon absorption, dσ (n) BFA /dΩ, takes a similar form to Equation (1) , and is written as
where dσ el (Ẽ i ; s)/dΩ is the differential cross section of the elastic electron scattering;p f =p i − s ←p i , occurring without laser fields with an incident electron whose initial momentum,p i , and the initial kinetic energy, Ẽ i , are defined asp i = p i + nm e ωα 0 /(α 0 · s) andẼ i = p i 2 /(2m e ), respectively.
Equation ( 3) means that the differential cross section of the LAES process is calculated using dσ el (Ẽ i ; s)/dΩ), determined by the conventional scattering experiments performed without a laser field, which can be found in a NIST data base [16] . The Kroll-Watson formula can also be applied to slow-electron scattering and backward scattering. However, the formation of light-dressed states of target atoms could not be described by the Kroll-Watson formula because the interaction between an atom and a laser field is neglected. Mittleman et al. [17] [18] [19] [20] developed a theoretical framework for an electron-atom scattering in the presence of a laser field whose frequency is near resonant to the atomic transition. Zon [21, 22] proposed a simple and convenient model by describing the laser-atom interaction as the polarization of electron clouds of target atoms induced by the off-resonant laser fields. Later, Byron et al. [23, 24] studied the effect of the formation of light-dressed atoms by treating the laser-atom interaction by a first-order time-dependent perturbation theory and the electron-atom interaction by the first Born approximation. Non-perturbative interactions between laser fields and atoms in high-energy electron-atom scattering processes can be treated in the Born-Floquet theory proposed by Faisal [25] , or in the non-Hermitian Born-Floquet theory developed by Dörr et al. [26] , while R-matrix Floquet theory [27, 28] , close-coupling Floquet theory [29] , and R-matrix with time-dependence theory [30] are applicable to low-energy scattering processes, where the non-perturbative electron-atom interaction is included in addition to the non-perturbative laser-atom interaction. Other theoretical methods to investigate LAES processes have also been proposed on the basis of a variety of models and approximations as reviewed in [8] .
Early LAES Experiments
Experimental studies of LAES processes started in 1970s by using cw-and pulsed-CO 2 lasers where the wavelength (λ) is λ = 10.6 µm. In 1976, Andrick and Langhans reported the first measurement of LAES [31] and performed an electron-argon scattering experiment with the collision energy of 11.55 eV under the presence of a cw-CO 2 laser field with the intensity (I) of I = 6 × 10 4 W/cm 2 , and recorded an energy spectrum of electrons at the scattering angle (θ) of θ = 160 • . In the energy spectrum, weak sidebands attached to elastic scattering signals appeared at the energy-gain and energy-loss of 117 meV, which corresponds to the photon energy of CO 2 laser light. The relative intensity of the sidebands was around 4 × 10 −4 with respect to the elastic scattering signal. They also investigated the dependence of the LAES processes on the collision energy [32] . When the collision energy is in near-resonance with the temporal formation of a negative ion of a target atom, the energy dependence of the differential cross section of the LAES processes showed multiple resonance structures whose shapes were strongly dependent on the scattering angle and the laser polarization direction. In 1978, this phenomenon was observed in the electron-argon scattering in a cw-CO 2 laser field [33] . The resonance structures in LAES have been intensively investigated for target atoms of helium [34] , neon [35] , and argon [33, 35] .
In 1977, Weingartshofer et al. reported a LAES measurement with a pulsed-CO 2 laser [36] . They performed an electron-argon scattering experiment with the collision energy of 11 eV in an intense CO 2 laser field (I = 10 9 W/cm 2 ) with the pulse duration (∆t) of 2 µs. In an energy spectrum of electrons scattered at θ = 153 • , they observed multiphoton LAES signals at the energy shift (∆E = E f − E i ) of nhω (n = ±1, ±2, ±3), wherehω is the photon energy of a CO 2 laser (117 meV). Their group investigated dependences of the LAES processes on the kinetic energy of the incident electrons, the scattering angle, the laser field intensity, and the laser polarization direction for target atoms of helium [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] and argon [36, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] as well as for target molecules such as H 2 [43] and CO 2 [48] .
When an electron is scattered inelastically by a target atom in a laser field, the energy shift of the scattered electron can be ∆E = −E ex + nhω, where E ex is the energy required for the excitation of the target atom to its excited state. This process is called inelastic free-free transition (IFFT) or laser-assisted inelastic electron scattering (LAIES). In particular, when the kinetic energies of incident electrons are just below the excitation energy of the target atoms, kinetic energy modulation of the incident electrons induced by the irradiation of laser fields opens electron impact excitation channels, which could not be achieved without laser fields. The first observation of this process, called simultaneous electron-photon excitation (SEPE), was reported by Mason and Newell [49] . They measured metastable helium atoms in the 2 3 S state generated through the collision between the ground state He atoms and the incident electrons whose kinetic energy is below the threshold of the electronic excitation, 19.817 eV, under the presence of a CO 2 laser field. The SEPE processes induced by a CO 2 laser field (λ = 10.6 µm) have been reported for target atoms of helium [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] , neon [51] , and argon [51] , and those induced by a Nd:YAG laser field (λ = 1.064 µm) have been reported for helium target atoms [55] . From these SEPE measurements, we derived the total cross sections of the SEPE processes, and therefore, in order to obtain differential cross sections, we needed to measure the angle-resolved energy spectra of electrons inelastically scattered by the target atoms. Wallbank et al. reported on the angle-resolved energy spectra of electrons that are scattered inelastically by helium atoms in CO 2 laser fields [56, 57] .
Optical Gating and Optical Streaking of Electron Scattering Signals
The idea of the optical gating of scattering events by LAES processes was proposed in 2010 [9] . In the LAES processes,
is satisfied, and the energy-shifted electrons are generated only when the scattering occurs under the presence of a laser field. Therefore, the LAES process can be regarded as a cross-correlation between the laser beam and the electron beam, and the information of target atoms and molecules during the laser pulse duration can be extracted from the angular distributions of the energy-shifted electrons generated through the LAES processes. As the temporal resolution of this scheme is determined solely by the laser pulse duration, a temporal resolution better than 10 fs can be achieved in a straightforward manner, which exhibits a marked contrast to the conventional time-resolved pulsed-electron scattering scheme where ultrashort electron pulses are employed to achieve high temporal resolutions. By taking advantage of the ultrashort optical gating, we proposed a method to determine the instantaneous geometrical structure of molecules by laser-assisted electron diffraction (LAED) [9] and reported on the experimental demonstration of the LAED for CCl 4 in 2014 [58] . Details of the LAED method will be discussed in Section 7.1. The optical gating method can also be applied to the investigation of ultrafast responses of electrons in target atoms and molecules because the kinetic energy of the scattered electrons can vary when electrons in the target oscillate periodically [10] . Indeed, the ultrafast responses of the electrons in the target are mapped into the energy distribution of the scattered electrons as discrete Fourier components, and the angular distribution of each Fourier component carries information on the spatial distribution of the electrons in the target, as discussed in Section 6.2.
On the other hand, through the optical streaking scheme, the temporal resolution of the sub-optical cycle can be achieved. In highly-nonlinear laser-induced processes such as laser-assisted ionization [59, 60] , high-order harmonic generation [61] , and laser-induced electron diffraction [62] , the temporal resolution in the attosecond time domain can be achieved even when femtosecond laser pulses are employed. This is because nonlinear processes are strongly dependent on the instantaneous laser electric field. In 2018, we showed that the optical streaking scheme could be introduced in the LAES measurements as long as the laser field is well-characterized [11] .
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In order to theoretically describe the optical streaking scheme where the LAES processes are induced by an ultrabroadband electromagnetic field of a single-cycle or few-cycle laser pulse, we introduced a modified Kroll-Watson formula in 2018 [11] . In the modified Kroll-Watson theory, the differential cross section, dσ MKWA /dE f dΩ, is given by
where f el
is a scattering amplitude of the elastic scattering fromk i tok f in the absence of electromagnetic fields, wherek i andk f are defined as
and ∆(k i , k f , t) is defined using a vector potential of the electromagnetic field, A(t), as
In contrast to LAES induced by a monochromatic electromagnetic field, where ∆E = E f − E i takes discrete values of nhω, LAES processes induced by an ultrabroadband electromagnetic field allow continuous ∆E values. In the derivation of Equation (5), the low-frequency approximation (i.e., E i >>hω) is employed. Numerical simulations of LAES signals can be conducted using Equation (5) . Furthermore, by applying the stationary phase approximation to Equation (5), a semi-classical formula of dσ MKWA /dΩ is given as
where t ( j) c is the collision time when a projectile electron collides with a target. Equation (8) is derived using the stationary phase approximation that LAES processes fulfill with the following relationship,
where A(t) = |A(t)| and s is the component of s along the direction of A(t). The temporal shape of A(t) can be determined experimentally by an established method for laser-pulse characterization, and therefore, t c can be determined from the measurements of s and ∆E in LAES processes, which means that the LAES signals are optically streaked by the external light field. Because sub-cycle temporal resolution can be achieved by this optical streaking scheme, LAES processes induced by a single-cycle (or few-cycle) pulse in the THz region and the mid-infrared wavelength region yield the temporal resolution of sub-10 fs and sub-100 as, respectively. By adopting the streaking scheme, we can extract time-resolved information without scanning the temporal delay between pump and probe pulses. This means that the streaking scheme is free from the influence of the drift in the electron beam currents as well as from that in the laser intensities during the measurements.
Experimental Setup for Recording Femtosecond-LAES Signals
Details of the experimental setup have been described in [63] . Figure 1 shows the schematic of our setup for the femtosecond-LAES experiments. The apparatus consists of a femtosecond laser system, an electron beam source, a sample gas nozzle, a toroidal-type electron energy analyzer, and an imaging detector. Scattered electrons generated by the collisions of the three beams (i.e., the electron beam, the an imaging detector. Scattered electrons generated by the collisions of the three beams (i.e., the electron beam, the atom beam, and the laser beam) are introduced into the electron energy analyzer and are detected by the imaging detector. [42] and our first femtosecond-LAES experiment [9] , respectively. Therefore, a drastic improvement in the detection efficiency is necessary for the measurement of LAES signals in ultrashort intense laser fields. Furthermore, due to the limited spatial overlap and the velocity mismatch between the electron pulse and the femtosecond laser pulse [64] when a pulsed 1 keV electron beam intersects with a sample gas beam of ~1 mm diameter and a 200 fs laser pulse, the fraction of scattering events in the laser field is estimated to be as small as 0.4% and the majority of the scattering events (99.6%) are those occurring in the absence of the laser fields. Thus, it is difficult to discriminate the femtosecond-LAES signals in the energy spectra of the scattered electrons from the neighboring huge peak of the n = 0 scattering signals. Moreover, intensities of the LAES signals is in general in the same order of magnitude as those of noise signals originating from stray photons, photoelectrons, photoions, and metastable neutral atoms generated by the irradiation of intense near-infrared laser pulses. In order to overcome these experimental difficulties, the following three components were introduced into our LAES apparatus: (i) an electron beam source with a photocathode-type pulsed electron gun; (ii) a high repetition-rate and high-power Ti:sapphire laser system; and (iii) a toroidal-type electron energy analyzer equipped with a two-dimensional detector.
The electron pulses were generated from the photocathode-type pulsed electron gun by the irradiation of the photocathode with UV laser pulses, which are the third harmonics of 800 nm light split from the main 800 nm pulses before a pulse compressor of the laser system. The synchronization between the electron pulse and the intense IR laser pulse was achieved by the adjustment of the optical delay between the UV laser pulse and the intense IR laser pulse. The pulse duration of the electron pulses were determined to be ~50 ps by the shadow graph method [63] . Huge background [42] and our first femtosecond-LAES experiment [9] , respectively. Therefore, a drastic improvement in the detection efficiency is necessary for the measurement of LAES signals in ultrashort intense laser fields. Furthermore, due to the limited spatial overlap and the velocity mismatch between the electron pulse and the femtosecond laser pulse [64] when a pulsed 1 keV electron beam intersects with a sample gas beam of~1 mm diameter and a 200 fs laser pulse, the fraction of scattering events in the laser field is estimated to be as small as 0.4% and the majority of the scattering events (99.6%) are those occurring in the absence of the laser fields. Thus, it is difficult to discriminate the femtosecond-LAES signals in the energy spectra of the scattered electrons from the neighboring huge peak of the n = 0 scattering signals. Moreover, intensities of the LAES signals is in general in the same order of magnitude as those of noise signals originating from stray photons, photoelectrons, photoions, and metastable neutral atoms generated by the irradiation of intense near-infrared laser pulses. In order to overcome these experimental difficulties, the following three components were introduced into our LAES apparatus: (i) an electron beam source with a photocathode-type pulsed electron gun; (ii) a high repetition-rate and high-power Ti:sapphire laser system; and (iii) a toroidal-type electron energy analyzer equipped with a two-dimensional detector.
The electron pulses were generated from the photocathode-type pulsed electron gun by the irradiation of the photocathode with UV laser pulses, which are the third harmonics of 800 nm light split from the main 800 nm pulses before a pulse compressor of the laser system. The synchronization between the electron pulse and the intense IR laser pulse was achieved by the adjustment of the optical delay between the UV laser pulse and the intense IR laser pulse. The pulse duration of the electron pulses were determined to be~50 ps by the shadow graph method [63] . Huge background signals originating from elastic scattering without laser fields can be suppressed by using these ultrashort Atoms 2019, 7, 85 7 of 22 incident electron pulses. The generated monochromatic electron pulse of 1 keV kinetic energy collides with a Xe gas in a near-infrared intense laser field (∆t = 200 fs, λ = 800 nm, I = 1.8 × 10 12 W/cm 2 ) at the scattering point in the vacuum chamber. The scattered electrons were introduced into the toroidal-type electron energy analyzer through a 0.8 mm slit. Simultaneous measurements of the angular and energy distributions were achieved by the toroidal-type electron energy analyzer [65] , and these distributions were obtained as a two-dimensional image on a MCP/Phosphor detector coupled with a CCD camera. On the detector plane, an angular distribution of isoenergetic electrons formed an arcuate pattern as shown in Figure 1 . The signals of scattered electrons were discriminated from the noise signals by counting the number of bright spots of electron signals appearing on the CCD images within a time window of one second. Significant improvement in the count rate of the LAES signals was achieved by a 5 kHz data acquisition with a high repetition-rate and high power Ti:sapphire laser system. The number of incident electrons per shot was made as small as possible, by which the energy broadening induced by the space charge effect was minimized, and a typical count rate of the detection of electrons including those originating from the elastic scattering was around 10 cps. The energy resolution of the total detection system was around 0.7 eV, which is sufficiently smaller than the photon energy of the laser light (1.56 eV).
Femtosecond LAES Experiments

Measurements of Femtosecond-LAES Singals
In 2010, we succeeded in recording the LAES signals induced by femtosecond laser pulses, where 1 keV electrons were scattered by Xe atoms in a femtosecond intense laser field (∆t = 200 fs, λ = 800 nm, and I = 1.8 × 10 12 W/cm 2 ) [9] . Figure 2 shows the raw images of the scattered electrons recorded in the femtosecond-LAES experiments. The net exposure time was around 83 h for each image. Figure 2a shows the electron scattering signals obtained when laser pulses were introduced at the timing of the electron scattering by Xe atoms. The laser polarization was set as "vertical" (i.e., perpendicular to the electron beam axis). The intense signals that formed an arcuate line seen at the central area in Figure 2a is n = 0 scattering signals, and no other features could be recognized in Figure 2a . Figure 2b is an amplified image of Figure 2a , which was obtained after adjusting the range of the signal intensity so that the weak LAES signals became visible. In Figure 2b , weak arcuate lines indicated by the white arrows can be seen on both sides of the central arcuate line. On the other hand, such structures could not be seen in the background signals ( Figure 2c ), which were obtained when the temporal delay of the electron pulse with respect to the laser pulse was set to be +100 ps.
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In order to confirm our assignment, we estimated the relative intensities of the LAES signals by a numerical simulation based on Equation (3). In the simulation of the observed LAES signals, denoted by w (n) (Ei; s), the differential cross section in Equation (3) was averaged over the spatiotemporal distribution of the three beams (i.e., the electron beam, the laser beam, and the atomic [9] . The relative intensities were normalized with respect to the peak intensity of the n = 0 scattering signal. Estimated statistical error bars were derived from the square roots of signal counts. The blue filled circles are the energy spectrum obtained after the subtraction of the backgrounds from the signals recorded with vertically polarized laser fields; the red filled triangles are the energy spectrum obtained after the subtraction of the backgrounds from the signals recorded with horizontally polarized laser fields; and the green solid line is a calculated spectrum of the LAES signals when the laser fields are vertically polarized. The experimental conditions were the same as those in Figure 2 .
In order to confirm our assignment, we estimated the relative intensities of the LAES signals by a numerical simulation based on Equation (3). In the simulation of the observed LAES signals, denoted Atoms 2019, 7, 85 9 of 22 by w (n) (E i ; s), the differential cross section in Equation (3) was averaged over the spatiotemporal distribution of the three beams (i.e., the electron beam, the laser beam, and the atomic beam). Because the dσ el (Ẽ i ; s)/dΩ ≈ dσ el (E i ; s)/dΩ is considered to be independent of the laser field, the w (n) (E i ; s), can be factorized into two parts:
where
In Equation (11), ρ(r) is a density of the sample atoms and j(r, t) is an electron flux density. The spatiotemporal distributions of ρ(r) and j(r, t) can be determined experimentally [63] . The vectorial quiver radius, α 0 (r, t), becomes a function of r and t because of the spatiotemporal distribution of F, and can also be derived experimentally, as described in [63] by using the laser field parameters such as the pulse energy, the temporal shape of the pulse envelope, and the spatial profile at the scattering point. Therefore, w (n) (E i ; s) in Equation (10) can be calculated using G n (E i ; s) obtained from Equation (11) using the differential cross section (dσ el (E i ; s)/dΩ) in the NIST database [16] . The results of the simulation were plotted with a green solid line in Figure 4 . The calculated LAES signal intensities relative to the n = 0 scattering signal intensities showed good agreement with the experimental results.
When the laser polarization vector is set to be "horizontal" (i.e., parallel to the direction of the incident electron beam), the factor of α 0 ·s in Equation (2) becomes close to zero because the polarization vector is nearly perpendicular to the scattering vector, s, for the forward scattering of the high-energy electrons. Consequently, the LAES signal intensities are suppressed significantly, except for the n = 0 scattering signal intensity. This polarization dependence provides further verification of our measurements of the LAES signals of n = ±1. In Figure 4 , an energy spectrum with the horizontally polarized laser field is plotted with red filled triangles. In contrast to the corresponding spectrum obtained using the vertically polarized laser field, no distinguishable peaks are observed. This is consistent with the corresponding numerical calculation, showing that relative intensities for the n = ±1 transitions were nearly zero (7 × 10 −6 ).
The blue filled circles in Figure 5 show the angular distribution of the background-subtracted LAES signals for the n = +1 transition recorded using the vertically polarized laser field. The green solid line shows the results of the numerical calculations with KWA. The calculated angular distribution is in good agreement with the experimental angular distribution. The angular distribution of the n = −1 transition is basically the same as that of the n = +1 transition, and also shows agreement with the results of the numerical calculations.
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When the laser polarization vector is set to be "horizontal" (i.e., parallel to the direction of the incident electron beam), the factor of α0·s in Equation (2) becomes close to zero because the polarization vector is nearly perpendicular to the scattering vector, s, for the forward scattering of the high-energy electrons. Consequently, the LAES signal intensities are suppressed significantly, except for the n = 0 scattering signal intensity. This polarization dependence provides further verification of our measurements of the LAES signals of n = ±1. In Figure 4 , an energy spectrum with the horizontally polarized laser field is plotted with red filled triangles. In contrast to the corresponding spectrum obtained using the vertically polarized laser field, no distinguishable peaks are observed. This is consistent with the corresponding numerical calculation, showing that relative intensities for the n = ±1 transitions were nearly zero (7 × 10 −6 ).
The blue filled circles in Figure 5 show the angular distribution of the background-subtracted LAES signals for the n = +1 transition recorded using the vertically polarized laser field. The green solid line shows the results of the numerical calculations with KWA. The calculated angular distribution is in good agreement with the experimental angular distribution. The angular distribution of the n = −1 transition is basically the same as that of the n = +1 transition, and also shows agreement with the results of the numerical calculations. Figure 5 . The angular distributions of LAES for the n = +1 transitions with the vertically polarized laser field [9] . The blue filled circles are the observed LAES signals of n = +1 and the green solid line is obtained by the numerical calculation by KWA. Estimated statistical error bars were derived from square roots of the signal counts. The experimental conditions are the same as those in Figure 2 . After the first observation of the LAES signals induced by 200 fs laser pulses [9] , we report on the LAES experiments with laser pulses whose durations were 50 fs in 2011 [63] , 520 fs in 2014 [58] , 970 fs in 2015 [10] , and 100 fs in 2017 [66] . In 2011, deHarak et al. [67] reported the results of the measurements of the LAES processes occurring in the laser field whose intensity is of the order of 10 9 W/cm 2 generated using the Nd:YAG laser (∆t = 6 ns, λ = 1064 nm). They also investigated the dependences of the LAES processes on the laser polarization [68, 69] and target atomic species [70] , and determined the angular distribution of the scattered electrons [71] . More recently, they reported preliminary results of laser-assisted inelastic electron-argon scattering induced by near-infrared nanosecond laser pulses [72] .
Light-Dressing Effect in Laser-Assisted Elastic Electron Scattering
As discussed in Section 2, the Kroll-Watson formula of the differential cross section of a LAES process with n-photon absorption was derived under the assumptions that both of "the laser-electron interaction" and "the electron-atom interaction" are treated in a non-perturbative manner while "the laser-atom interaction" is neglected. However, when the laser field intensity becomes stronger, the laser-atom interaction cannot be neglected, and the spatiotemporal evolution of the electron distribution within the target atom influences the energy distribution and the angular distribution of the LAES signals. In 1984, Byron and Joachain [23] calculated the differential cross section of LAES of a light-dressed hydrogen atom by considering the laser-atom interaction using the first-order perturbation theory, and predicted that an intense peak structure would appear at the small scattering angles of the LAES processes of n = ±1. Their study showed that the small-angle LAES signals carries valuable information on the electron density distribution in the target atom influenced by an external laser field. In spite of this theoretical prediction, the light-dressing effect in LAES has not been identified experimentally for more than 30 years because the light-field intensities (<10 9 W/cm 2 ) in the early LAES experiments, where mid-infrared cw-or pulsed-CO 2 lasers that were employed [6] [7] [8] , were not sufficiently high. In 2015, we reported the observation of LAES signals appearing through this light-dressing effect by measuring the scattering of 1 keV electrons by Xe in an intense laser field (λ = 800 nm, I = 1.5 × 10 12 W/cm 2 , ∆t = 970 fs) [10] and discussed the possibilities of probing the ultrafast evolution of electron distributions in atoms and molecules in intense laser fields by the LAES measurement. Figure 6 shows the raw image of the scattered electrons when 1 keV electrons were scattered by Xe atoms in an intense laser field (λ = 800 nm, I = 1.5 × 10 12 W/cm 2 , ∆t = 970 fs) [10] . The intense arcuate line, seen in the center of the image, is the elastic scattering signal without energy shifts, and the weaker side arcuate lines are the LAES signals of n = ±1 and ±2. Blue filled circles in Figure 7a are the recorded energy spectrum of the LAES signals obtained after the integration of the electron signals over the angular range of 0.1 • ≤ θ ≤ 10 • . The LAES signals of n = ±1 and n = ±2 can clearly be recognized in the spectrum at the energy shifts of ±1.55 eV and ±3.10 eV, respectively, and the simulated energy spectrum based on the Kroll-Watson theory [15] (green solid line) was in good agreement with the experimental data. In contrast, as shown in Figure 7b , the intensity of the experimental energy spectrum of the n = ±1 LAES signals within the small angular range of 0.1 • ≤ θ ≤ 0.5 • was one order of magnitude larger than the intensity of the corresponding energy spectrum obtained by the simulation based on the Kroll-Watson theory [15] . Figure 8a ,b show the angular distributions of the LAES signals of n = +1 and n = −1, respectively. In both of the angular distributions, a peak profile was recognized in the small scattering angle range (<0.5 ), which was not reproduced by the simulation based on the Kroll-Watson theory (green solid lines), as expected from the theoretical study on the light-dressing effect in the target atoms [23] . In order to confirm that the observed peak profile originated from the light-dressing effect in Xe atoms, we performed a numerical simulation based on Zon's model [21] . . Figure 6 . A raw image of the scattered electrons recorded when 1 keV electrons were scattered by Xe atoms in an intense laser field (λ = 800 nm, I = 1.5 × 10 12 W/cm 2 , Δt = 970 fs) [10] . In Zon's model, the laser-atom interaction is treated as a polarization of an electron cloud in a target atom, creating a laser-induced dipole moment expressed as In Zon's model, the laser-atom interaction is treated as a polarization of an electron cloud in a target atom, creating a laser-induced dipole moment expressed as In Zon's model, the laser-atom interaction is treated as a polarization of an electron cloud in a target atom, creating a laser-induced dipole moment expressed as In Zon's model, the laser-atom interaction is treated as a polarization of an electron cloud in a target atom, creating a laser-induced dipole moment expressed as
where a(ω) is the frequency-dependent polarizability of the target atom, which can be described by the Unsöld expression [73] expressed as
where ω res is the resonance frequency of the target atom and ω res >> ω is assumed. Because the scattering process is affected by the interaction potential between the charge of the incident electron and the laser-induced dipole of the polarized atom, the Hamiltonian of the system is expressed aŝ
Under the first Born approximation, the differential cross section of the LAES process can be derived analytically as
where f FBA (s) is the scattering amplitude without laser fields expressed as
in the first Born approximation. The first term in the squared modulus in Equation (15) represents the scattering by the field-free potential, V(r), and the second term in the squared modulus represents the laser-induced polarization of the target atom. If the second term in Equation (15) is omitted, Equation (15) becomes identical to Equation (1). As shown in Figure 8a ,b, the angular distributions of the LAES signals of n = ±1 simulated using Zon's model (red solid lines) qualitatively reproduce the observed peak profile at the small scattering angle range (<0.5 • ), showing that the observed peak profile originates from the light-dressing in Xe atoms induced by the intense laser field. From further theoretical analyses of the deviation of the observed angular distributions from the simulations based on Zon's model, we will be able to extract information on the ultrafast evolution of the electron density distribution in the light-dressed Xe atoms.
High-Order LAES Processes and Assignment of Collision Times
When LAES processes are induced by multi-cycle laser electric fields expressed as F 0 cosωt, the mechanism of the LAES process can be described in terms of a dimensionless parameter, ξ, defined as
When |ξ| >> |∆E| = |nhω|, the LAES processes can be described in terms of the scattering trajectories of classical mechanical electrons in a laser field. Consequently, the collision time, t c , (i.e., the time when the electron-atom collision occurs) can be expressed as where m is an arbitrary integer and T is the laser field period. Equation (10) shows that the collision time within the optical cycle can be estimated from the energy shift and the deflection angle of scattered electrons. Figure 9a shows the energy-resolved angular distribution obtained from the measurements of LAES by Xe atoms in a multi-cycle near-infrared laser field (∆t = 100 fs, λ = 800 nm, I = 8.8 × 10 12 W/cm 2 ) using a 1 keV electron beam [66] . If it is assumed that the scattering occurs around the peak field intensity, the collision times can be estimated by Equation (18) . For example, the collision times for the LAES signals at the scattering angles of ±11.8 • , which are expressed as the square areas enclosed by the broken lines in Figure 9a , are shown by the arrows in Figure 9b for the respective harmonic orders, n = ∆E/(hω), showing that slight differences in the collision times of the order of 10 attoseconds can be discriminated.
Atoms 2018, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 21 Figure 9a shows the energy-resolved angular distribution obtained from the measurements of LAES by Xe atoms in a multi-cycle near-infrared laser field (Δt = 100 fs, λ = 800 nm, I = 8.8 × 10 12 W/cm 2 ) using a 1 keV electron beam [66] . If it is assumed that the scattering occurs around the peak field intensity, the collision times can be estimated by Equation (18) . For example, the collision times for the LAES signals at the scattering angles of ±11.8°, which are expressed as the square areas enclosed by the broken lines in Figure 9a , are shown by the arrows in Figure 9b for the respective harmonic orders, n = ΔE/(ħω), showing that slight differences in the collision times of the order of 10 attoseconds can be discriminated. 
Ultrafast Gas Electron Diffraction by LAES Processes
Laser-Assisted Electron Diffraction
Gas electron diffraction has been a standard method to determine the geometrical structures of molecules in the gas phase [74] [75] [76] . To probe the temporal variation of geometrical structures of molecules, a pulsed gas electron diffraction method was developed, where electron diffraction patterns were obtained using ultrashort electron pulses with the kinetic energies of 10-100 keV [77] . However, due to the velocity mismatch [64] between laser pulses and electron pulses, the temporal resolution of gas electron diffraction with non-relativistic electron pulses could not be improved beyond ~1 ps [78] , which is much longer than the typical timescale of the nuclear motion of molecules. Recently, gas electron diffraction with relativistic electron pulses, where the velocity mismatch problem was solved in the collinear configuration between the laser beam and the electron beam, has been demonstrated, and the relatively slow nuclear dynamics of photoexcited I2 [79] and CF3I [80] molecules were investigated with the temporal resolutions of 230 fs and 150 fs, respectively. However, up to now, a temporal resolution better than 100 fs has not been achieved by the time-resolved pulsed gas electron diffraction method.
As discussed in Section 4, a new ultrafast gas electron diffraction method called laser-assisted electron diffraction (LAED) can be developed if the femtosecond LAES measurements are performed with a molecular target. The schematic of the LAED experiment is described in Figure 10 [81] . The LAES process for molecular targets is basically the same as that for atomic targets, but interference patterns appear in the angular distribution of the LAES signals in the same manner as in conventional gas electron diffraction experiments. From the analyses of the diffraction patterns, the geometrical structure of molecules can be determined. Considering that LAES signals only arise when molecules interact with an ultrashort pulsed laser field, we can regard the determined geometrical structure as an "instantaneous structure" only during the period when the molecules interact with the femtosecond laser pulse. Therefore, if dynamical processes of molecules are induced by femtosecond 
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Gas electron diffraction has been a standard method to determine the geometrical structures of molecules in the gas phase [74] [75] [76] . To probe the temporal variation of geometrical structures of molecules, a pulsed gas electron diffraction method was developed, where electron diffraction patterns were obtained using ultrashort electron pulses with the kinetic energies of 10-100 keV [77] . However, due to the velocity mismatch [64] between laser pulses and electron pulses, the temporal resolution of gas electron diffraction with non-relativistic electron pulses could not be improved beyond~1 ps [78] , which is much longer than the typical timescale of the nuclear motion of molecules. Recently, gas electron diffraction with relativistic electron pulses, where the velocity mismatch problem was solved in the collinear configuration between the laser beam and the electron beam, has been demonstrated, and the relatively slow nuclear dynamics of photoexcited I 2 [79] and CF 3 I [80] molecules were investigated with the temporal resolutions of 230 fs and 150 fs, respectively. However, up to now, a temporal resolution better than 100 fs has not been achieved by the time-resolved pulsed gas electron diffraction method.
As discussed in Section 4, a new ultrafast gas electron diffraction method called laser-assisted electron diffraction (LAED) can be developed if the femtosecond LAES measurements are performed with a molecular target. The schematic of the LAED experiment is described in Figure 10 [81] . The LAES process for molecular targets is basically the same as that for atomic targets, but interference patterns appear in the angular distribution of the LAES signals in the same manner as in conventional gas electron diffraction experiments. From the analyses of the diffraction patterns, the geometrical structure of molecules can be determined. Considering that LAES signals only arise when molecules interact with an ultrashort pulsed laser field, we can regard the determined geometrical structure as an "instantaneous structure" only during the period when the molecules interact with the femtosecond laser pulse. Therefore, if dynamical processes of molecules are induced by femtosecond pump laser pulses and are probed by the femtosecond LAED method, the temporal resolution of the time-resolved gas electron diffraction will be of the order of femtoseconds. pump laser pulses and are probed by the femtosecond LAED method, the temporal resolution of the time-resolved gas electron diffraction will be of the order of femtoseconds. The feasibility of the proposed LAED method was examined through numerical calculations [9] . Figure 11a shows the results of numerical calculations of the scattering intensities of Cl2 as a function of s = |s| for the n = +1 signal of LAES with the three different Cl-Cl internuclear distances; 2.0 Å, 3.0 Å, and 4.0 Å. In the numerical calculations, it was assumed that the 1 keV electrons are scattered by randomly oriented Cl2 molecules in a laser field whose parameters are Δt = 200 fs, λ = 800 nm, and I = 1.8 × 10 12 W/cm 2 [9] . Through the same procedure as in the conventional gas electron diffraction method [74] [75] [76] , a modified molecular scattering intensity, sM(s), was obtained as shown in Figure  11b from the observed angular distribution, and a radial distribution curve, D(r), was derived as shown in Figure 11c through the Fourier transform of sM(s). In calculating the differential cross sections of the LAES processes, we adopted KWA, which is known to hold well for high-energy electron scattering in near-infrared laser fields as long as the dressing effect of targets can be neglected. As the geometrical structures of molecules are determined from the LAES signals in a relatively large scattering angle range, the light-dressing effect, which is expected to appear around the zero scattering angle region (|s| < 0.3 Å) as seen in Figure 8 , could have only a negligibly small effect on the geometrical structure of molecules to be determined. Therefore, both the formation of lightdressed states and the variation of geometrical structure can be investigated by the analysis of recorded LAED signals.
In 2014, we recorded the LAED patterns of gas-phase CCl4 (i.e., electron diffraction patterns) appearing through the interference among the LAES electrons scattered by the respective atoms within a molecule at the energy shifts (ΔE) of ±ħω [58] . In this experiment, the kinetic energy of the incident electrons was 1 keV, and the laser-field parameters were Δt = 520 fs, λ = 800 nm, and I = 6 × 10 11 W/cm 2 . The angular distributions of the one-photon LAES signals (∆E = ±ħω) are shown in Figures  12a,b as red circles [82] . In both of these two angular distributions, we observed clear interference structures exhibiting a minimum around 5.5° and a maximum around 9.0°. In order to confirm the origin of the interference patterns, we conducted a numerical simulation based on the Kroll-Watson approximation [15] and the independent atomic model (IAM) [70] with corrections for the polarization effect induced by the incident electrons and the chemical bonds. We adopted the The feasibility of the proposed LAED method was examined through numerical calculations [9] . Figure 11a shows the results of numerical calculations of the scattering intensities of Cl 2 as a function of s = |s| for the n = +1 signal of LAES with the three different Cl-Cl internuclear distances; 2.0 Å, 3.0 Å, and 4.0 Å. In the numerical calculations, it was assumed that the 1 keV electrons are scattered by randomly oriented Cl 2 molecules in a laser field whose parameters are ∆t = 200 fs, λ = 800 nm, and I = 1.8 × 10 12 W/cm 2 [9] . Through the same procedure as in the conventional gas electron diffraction method [74] [75] [76] , a modified molecular scattering intensity, sM(s), was obtained as shown in Figure 11b from the observed angular distribution, and a radial distribution curve, D(r), was derived as shown in Figure 11c through the Fourier transform of sM(s). In calculating the differential cross sections of the LAES processes, we adopted KWA, which is known to hold well for high-energy electron scattering in near-infrared laser fields as long as the dressing effect of targets can be neglected. As the geometrical structures of molecules are determined from the LAES signals in a relatively large scattering angle range, the light-dressing effect, which is expected to appear around the zero scattering angle region (|s| < 0.3 Å) as seen in Figure 8 , could have only a negligibly small effect on the geometrical structure of molecules to be determined. Therefore, both the formation of light-dressed states and the variation of geometrical structure can be investigated by the analysis of recorded LAED signals. structural parameters of CCl4 at room temperature [83] determined by the conventional gas-phase electron diffraction (GED). The details of the simulation are given in [60] . The simulated LAES angular distributions represented by solid blue curves in Figures 12a,b are in good agreement with the experimental distributions, showing that the LAED patterns of CCl4 were recorded. In 2014, we recorded the LAED patterns of gas-phase CCl 4 (i.e., electron diffraction patterns) appearing through the interference among the LAES electrons scattered by the respective atoms within a molecule at the energy shifts (∆E) of ±hω [58] . In this experiment, the kinetic energy of the incident electrons was 1 keV, and the laser-field parameters were ∆t = 520 fs, λ = 800 nm, and I = 6 × 10 11 W/cm 2 . The angular distributions of the one-photon LAES signals (∆E = ±hω) are shown in Figure 12a ,b as red circles [82] . In both of these two angular distributions, we observed clear interference structures exhibiting a minimum around 5.5 • and a maximum around 9.0 • . In order to confirm the origin of the interference patterns, we conducted a numerical simulation based on the Kroll-Watson approximation [15] and the independent atomic model (IAM) [70] with corrections for the polarization effect induced by the incident electrons and the chemical bonds. We adopted the structural parameters of CCl 4 at room temperature [83] determined by the conventional gas-phase electron diffraction (GED). The details of the simulation are given in [60] . The simulated LAES angular distributions represented by solid blue curves in Figure 12a ,b are in good agreement with the experimental distributions, showing that the LAED patterns of CCl 4 were recorded.
We derived a modified molecular scattering intensity, sM(s) by using the recorded LAED patterns as shown in Figure 12c ,d with red filled circles [82] . For comparison, we also show the sM(s) curves calculated based on IAM with the blue solid curves. The agreement between the experimentally obtained sM(s) and the calculated sM(s) shows that the geometrical structure of the molecules at the moment of the laser irradiation can be determined from the analysis of LAED patterns with a precision as high as 0.01 Å, which is typically achieved in the conventional GED.
The LAED method has similarities to the laser-induced electron diffraction (LIED) method proposed theoretically by Zuo et al. [84] . In the LIED method, geometrical structures of molecules are estimated on the basis of quantitative rescattering theory [85] [86] [87] from electron diffraction patterns that appear as angular distributions in the photoelectron spectra of high-order above-threshold ionization of molecules. In both of the LAES method and LIED method, the temporal resolutions are determined by the laser-pulse duration through the optical gating schemes. When the optical streaking scheme is adopted, the temporal resolutions can become higher and sub-optical cycle resolution can be achieved in both of these two methods. Recently, the LIED method was applied to estimate geometrical structures of diatomic molecules such as N 2 and O 2 molecules [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] and polyatomic molecules such as CO 2 [89] , C 2 H 2 [92] [93] [94] , CS 2 [95] , and C 60 [96] . Figure 11 . The model calculations of (a) scattering intensities, (b) sM(s), and (c) D(r) of the LAES by Cl2 molecules with different internuclear distances; r = 2.0 Å (red solid line), 3.0 Å (green solid line), and 4.0 Å (blue solid line) for the n = +1 signal [9] . The mean amplitude was set to be lh = 0.044 Å. The black solid line in (a) represents the atomic scattering intensity of two Cl atoms. The kinetic energy of the incident electrons was 1 keV, and the laser-field parameters were Δt = 200 fs, λ = 800 nm, and I = 1.8 × 10 12 W/cm 2 . 
THz-Wave-Assisted Electron Diffraction
Recently, we proposed another electron diffraction method where electron diffraction patterns were streaked by laser-assisted elastic electron scattering (LAES) processes induced by single-cycle or few-cycle laser pulses [11] . If single-cycle THz-wave pulses are used as streaking electric fields affecting the electron diffraction process, a series of snapshots of electron diffraction patterns of isolated molecules can be obtained with femtosecond temporal resolution, that is, dynamical processes of molecules can be recorded in real time without scanning the pump-probe time delay.
By using Equation (5), we performed numerical simulations to derive the differential cross section of the scattering of 1 keV electrons by Cl 2 in a single-cycle THz pulse whose peak electric field intensity and peak frequency were 80 kV/cm and 1.0 THz, respectively. In the simulation, the molecular axis was set to be parallel to the laser polarization direction, and the direction of the incident electron beam was set to be perpendicular to the molecular axis. Figure 13a shows the simulated electron scattering signals for dissociating Cl 2 . The maximum energy shift of~17 eV corresponds to extremely high-order multiphoton processes in which more than 4 × 10 3 photons are involved. Through the transformation from the energy shift (∆E) axis to the collision time (t c ) axis using Equation (9), it was confirmed that the electron diffraction pattern varying in real time could be obtained by the TAED measurement with a fixed pump-probe delay time, as shown in Figure 13b . From the recorded time-dependent diffraction pattern, the internuclear distances were retrieved as a function of time with the precision higher than 1.5 × 10 −3 Å. Assuming that the spatial variation of the electric field strength of the THz wave at the scattering point was around 3%, we estimated that the temporal resolution can be higher than 10 fs. This means that the geometrical structures of molecules can be determined by the TAED method with a temporal resolution of sub-10 fs and a spatial resolution of around 10 −3 Å.
Atoms 2018, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 21 Figure 13 . Results of numerical simulations of LAES obtained when 1 keV electrons are scattered by Cl2 molecules in a single-cycle THz pulse whose peak electric field intensity and peak frequency are 80 kV/cm and 1.0 THz, respectively [11] . (a) Calculated signal distributions of electrons scattered by dissociating Cl2 molecules. (b) Time-resolved electron diffraction patterns obtained from the signal distributions shown in (a).
Future Prospects
The next important step of the application of the LAES processes induced by a femtosecond laser field will be the measurements of time-resolved LAED with a pump-probe scheme and the measurements of TAED, in both of which sub-10 fs temporal resolution can be achieved. The temporal resolution of LAES can be further improved by up to several tens of attoseconds through the optical streaking method with near-single-cycle mid-infrared laser pulses, which can now be generated, for example, by filamentation in gases [97] , adiabatic difference frequency generation [98] , and optical parametric chirped pulse amplification followed by the fiber compression scheme [99, 100] . Another important step of the application of the LAES processes is investigation of spatiotemporal evolution of light-dressed electronic states to be examined by the analyses of a lightdressing effect in LAES processes. Figure 13 . Results of numerical simulations of LAES obtained when 1 keV electrons are scattered by Cl 2 molecules in a single-cycle THz pulse whose peak electric field intensity and peak frequency are 80 kV/cm and 1.0 THz, respectively [11] . (a) Calculated signal distributions of electrons scattered by dissociating Cl 2 molecules. (b) Time-resolved electron diffraction patterns obtained from the signal distributions shown in (a).
The next important step of the application of the LAES processes induced by a femtosecond laser field will be the measurements of time-resolved LAED with a pump-probe scheme and the measurements of TAED, in both of which sub-10 fs temporal resolution can be achieved. The temporal resolution of LAES can be further improved by up to several tens of attoseconds through the optical streaking method with near-single-cycle mid-infrared laser pulses, which can now be generated, for example, by filamentation in gases [97] , adiabatic difference frequency generation [98] , and optical parametric chirped pulse amplification followed by the fiber compression scheme [99, 100] . Another important step of the application of the LAES processes is investigation of spatiotemporal evolution of light-dressed electronic states to be examined by the analyses of a light-dressing effect in LAES processes.
